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 Jubilee 

Have students watch the video Jubilee and then complete the summarizing activity. 

Below are two links to the same video in case one is removed. 

Youtube Vimeo   

   

I looked for an animated short that would tie into the novel 
Sweep: The Story of a Girl and her Monster. I searched for 
golems, Victorian England, chimney sweeps, the Great Fire of 
London, the Monument to the Great Fire of London, and dozens 
of other topics directly related to the novel. The closest I could 
find was an animated short about Queen Elizabeth II.  

I did find this video called “The Chimney Sweep” but feared some 
students would be upset by the humor of using a cat to clean a 
chimney. I included the link for you to make the call for your 
students. If you do use the video, ask student to write a 
“Somebody Wanted But So Then” statement to summarize it. 

While Jubilee doesn’t directly tie in with the book, I think your 
students will love it. It also works well for the skill summarizing. 

The video also lends itself to discussing some of the landmarks of 
London. 

https://www.bookunitsteacher.com/
https://youtu.be/mLDvLtLqQfA
https://vimeo.com/231909360
https://vimeo.com/31608963
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Details to Help Students Explain the Video 

  

Queen's Gate, a southern gate of  
Kensington Gardens 

Source 
 

Buckingham Palace 
Source 

 

Big Ben 
 

Queen Elizabeth II has owned 
more than 30 corgis since she 
became Queen in 1952 

 

https://www.bookunitsteacher.com/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Queen%27s_Gate,_a_major_southern_gate_of_Kensington_Gardens,_London_spring_2013_(12).JPG
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Buckingham_Palace_2007-05.jpg
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 Sequence of Events Summary  

   

List the sequence of events in Jubilee. 
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 Jubilee                                                              Name ____________________________ 

Write a Somebody Wanted Because But So Then Statement to summarize the Jubilee. 
 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Complete the chart to tell Who?” What? When Where? Why? How? And the Result? for Jubilee. 

Who  

What  

Where  

When  

Why  

How  

Results  

https://www.bookunitsteacher.com/
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 Sequence of Events Summary (Answer Key)  

   

List the sequence of events in Jubilee. 

 

The guard passes 
by the corgi as he 

struggles to climb 
a set of stairs. The 

guard finds the hat 
resting next to a 
homeless person. 

Several coins have 
been dropped into 

the hat. The guard 
leaves the coins in 
a cup and heads 

back to the palace 

with the hat. 

The guard passes 
the corgi that has 

finally reached the 
top of the stairs. A 
bus drives by 

causing the hat to 
fly out of the 

guard’s hand. 
 

The Queen leaves 
Buckingham 

Palace with her 
corgi and slowly 
walks between 

the Queen’s 
Guard. The wind 

blows the 
Queen’s hat off 
her head.  
 

One guard and the 

corgi begin 
chasing the hat. 

The guard stops 
and waits for the 
stoplight to turn 

green while the 
hat continues to 

blow down the 
street and around 

the corner out of 
sight. The corgi 
ignores the light 

and chases after 

the hat. 

The hat blows through 
the Queen’s Gate into 

Kensington Gardens. It 
lands next to a smoker 
who uses the hat as an 

ash tray. The hat blows 
some more and lands 

next to a flower bed 
with a sign “Please 
Keep off the Grass.” 

The guard stands on 
the walkway holding the 

corgi in his outstretched 
hands for the corgi to 

grab the hat. 
 

The Queen’s 

Guard looks at 
this watch and 

decides to go for 
a cup of tea while 
he waits for the 

minute hand to 
move down 

releasing the hat. 
 

The hat becomes 

stuck on the metal 
frame at the 11 
minute spot. The 

guard climbs up to 
the top of Big Ben 

and tries to reach 
the hat by walking 
across the minute 

hand. The minute 
hand breaks loose 

causing Big Ben to 
chime at the 

wrong time.  

The hat blows 
again and lands on 
top of a young 

girl’s balloon. The 
balloon floats 

through the sky 
toward Big Ben. 
The balloon is 

popped by the 
minute hand of 

Big Ben causing 
the hat to sit onto 
of the hand in the 

9:00 position. 
 

The guard 

continues to 
reach for the hat 
which finally falls 

free. The corgi 
grabs the hat and 

takes it to the 
guard. 

 

The guard takes 
the hat back to 
the Queen. The 

guard is seen 
straightening his 

coat. The Queen 
her corgi are seen 
slowly walking to 

an awaiting 
carriage as if none 

of the adventure 

took place. 

https://www.bookunitsteacher.com/
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Jubilee (Answer Key)                                                       Name ____________________________ 

Write a Somebody Wanted Because But So Then Statement to summarize the Jubilee. 
 

The Queen’s guard wanted to retrieve the Queen’s hat when it blew off her head 
because he felt it was his job to look after the Queen, but the hat kept blowing 

into more and more difficult places to reach, so the guard chased the hat through 
the streets of London and up to the top of Big Ben until the hat finally floated down 
into the mouth of the Queen’s corgi, then it was safely returned the Queen without 

her missing a beat. 
 

 
Complete the chart to tell Who?” What? When Where? Why? How? And the Result? for Jubilee. 

 

Who Queen Elizabeth II 

What lost her hat 

Where outside of Buckingham Place 

When one morning shortly before 9:00 

Why The wind was blowing. 

How The hat rode on the wind and a child’s balloon into various locations around London. 

Results 

The hat was used as a coin collector and ash tray. It took a wild ride on a balloon and ended up stuck on 
the clock face of Big Ben. The hat was safely returned to the Queen without her realizing the adventure the 

hat had, making the final scene of the animated short funny to the audience who had knowledge the Queen 
did not have. 

https://www.bookunitsteacher.com/
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 Video #2 Mice 

This video ties in with Sweep: The Story of a Girl and her Monster only in that it is set in a subway station (which 
could be in London) and stars mice (like Toby’s pet Prospero). The video is a good one for teaching summarizing. 

 

Here are the links for finding the video.   

Youtube Vimeo MSN 
  

https://www.bookunitsteacher.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=wOsb02uPOyw
https://vimeo.com/288710158
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/cgi-animated-short-film-mice-by-isart-digital-cgmeetup/vp-BBNEplj
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Mice - Summarizing 

Summarize the animated short “Mice” in seven steps. 
 

 

1 
 

2 
 

3 
 

4 
 

5 
 

6 
 

7 
 

https://www.bookunitsteacher.com/
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Mice                                                              Name ____________________________ 

Write a Somebody Wanted Because But So Then Statement to summarize the Mice. 
 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Complete the chart to tell Who?” What? When Where? Why? How? And the Result? for Mice. 

Who  

What  

Where  

When  

Why  

How  

Results  

https://www.bookunitsteacher.com/
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Mice – Summarizing (Answer Key) 

Summarize the animated short “Mice” in seven steps. 
 

 

1 

• Three mice are exploring in a subway tunnel when one mouse finds a gold 
pull tab from a soda can. He holds up the tab. It flashes in the light 
causing an owl to notice it. The owl sends a group of rats to retrieve the 
'treasure.' 

2 
• The three mice take off running with their 'treasure' while the rats chase 

them. 

3 

• The three mice run across a cord with the others in pursuit.The third 
mouse stops to chew through a cord to prevent the rats from following. 
The cord breaks in two. The cord swings down causing the mouse to lose 
his grip and fall. One of the other mice cries out at the loss. 

4 

• The remaining two mice run above ground. The rats split in half and come 
at the two mice from two sides. The owl flies overhead observing the 
scene. 

5 
• A nest of 'good guy' mice come to the resue. The 'good guy' mice fight 

the 'villain' rats as the two mice with the pull tab try to escape.  

6 

• A large black rat stands in their escape path. He wrestles the pull tab 
away.  The black rat holds up the 'treasure.' The owl flies in to grab it just 
as the subway train comes into the station. 

7 

• The two 'good guys' are seen running away. The viewer can assume the 
large black rat and the owl were both run over by the train as feathers 
float in the air. 

https://www.bookunitsteacher.com/
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Mice                                                              Name ____________________________ 

Write a Somebody Wanted Because But So Then Statement to summarize the Mice. 
 

Sample Answer from the Owl’s Perspective 
The owl wanted the pull tab because the shiny metal looked like a treasure, 

but a group of mice took off with it, so he sent in a group of rats to get it for 
him, then just as the owl flies in to grab his treasure from one of his rats, the 
subway train pulls into the station hitting the owl. 

 
Complete the chart to tell Who?” What? When Where? Why? How? And the Result? for Mice. 

  

Who the owl 

What wanted the pull tab 

Where subway station 

When one cloudy day 

Why the shiny metal caught his eye 

How by sending in a group of rats to retrieve it for him 

Results The owl dies. 

https://www.bookunitsteacher.com/
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Visit me on  

http://www.pinterest.com/lindagaymiller/  

Visit my website at  

http://bookunitsteacher.com/ 
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